
The CleanSkins Team Difference 

Hi, I’m Veronica the owner of CleanSkins Laser Clinic Warrnambool.  We are 
currently looking to expand our team with specialists in the skin and laser 
fields.   
 
Working in our team is very different to many other salons/clinics.  And we 
wanted to tell you why……..  
 

Our difference: 

 We put results 1st with everything we do!  If you put results 1st it will always be a win 
win for your clients, you and the clinic! 

 We don’t offer every treatment in our industry, we specialise in hair removal and skin 
treatments!  We never offer ‘fads’ or ‘too good to be true’ treatments!  You will never have 
to offer a treatment that is substandard!   

 Our therapists are encouraged to specialise in the treatments they are most passionate 
about! 

 We only have the best treatment equipment that money can buy!  And trust us there is 
a difference, we often get clients that have been to other salon/clinics with inferior laser 
hair removal, needling and/or LED devices that simply have not achieved the results they 
should have due to the lower quality equipment! 

 We only offer retail skin solutions that actually change skin!  We offer dermaviduals, Jane 
Iredale, Imbibe ingestible beauty, Simka and Nordic Naturals omegas 

 We all have an “I can fix skin attitude” and get excited when a client with acne, rosacea 
or any other skin condition walks in, because we know that we can change that client’s life 
by fixing their skin.  

 We get generously rewarded for high performance. 
 

  We all individually have a passion for education and growth and continualy strive for 
knowledge to be the best we can be.   

 We encourage our team members to develop their own career and in addition offer 
regular training and mentoring both in clinic and externally.   



 We work cohesively as a supportive team who thrives on collaboration. 

 

Our culture points: 

1. We have FUN 
2. We are RESULTS driven at all times 
3. Every person is of EQUAL value 
4. We say: “How can I HELP YOU all day long” 
5. We commit to CONTINUOUS growth, learning & sharing of knowledge 
6. We help, respect & suport each otherbecause we are a TEAM with MUTUAL RESPECT 

for each oother, our clients, our business, our equipment and products. 
7. We acknowledge our WINS & appologise for our MISTAKES and are not afraid of 

them 
8. If you can’t STANT by what you do you shouldn’t be doing it 
9. We show up 100% of the time 
10. You are RESPONSIBLE for you 

 

 
 
All resumes will be treated in the strictest of confidence. 
 
 
If who and what we represent resonates with you, get in touch and we can 
catch up for a coffee to chat and see if we are the right fit for the next step in 
your career. 
 
Regards Veronica 


